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want tout; I'artensuite" It was not an epigram ; it was his
fundamental belief, reduced to its simplest formula. The
desire to compose was one of his deepest emotions; but
" la Pafrie " reigned supreme. National feelings were so
closely interwoven with personal ones that the latter would
mostly take the shape of the former in trying to find musical
expression. When Paderewski was twenty-five years old,
there was a Paderewski concert in Warsaw, at which only
his own compositions were played. The dominant feature
of the concert was its national character.
Polish composition of the nineteenth century was naturally
overshadowed by Chopin, and it was hardly possible to
compose anything without in some measure imitating
Poland's greatest composer. The idea of the nation as a
free and independent unity was the foremost idea of all
creative efforts, whether artistic or intellectual. The poems
of Mickiewicz, Slowacki, Krasinski, Wyspianski, may in
their breadth embrace the deepest human problems, but
their roots and their colour are national. The national
idea had often been the undoing of Poland, but in the
nineteenth century it was undoubtedly the centre of creative
inspiration. As Chopin himself lived almost entirely in
these national elements, it was natural that his music should
hold all that was characteristic of the Polish spirit. Other
composers found refuge in the same folk-lore and similar
emotional structures, and it was therefore hardly possible to
avoid those elements which Chopin had crystallized more
perfectly than anyone else. The only other composer who
found the individual note and created in " Halka " an opera
of national character, though not without international
importance, was Moniuszko. Composers like Zelenski,
Noskowski and Zarzycki hardly counted outside Poland.
In Paderewski's creative efforts the national element was
predominant from the first. The desolation of the Polish
plains and fields, the chivalrous gaiety of Polish feasts and
dances, the melancholy of a people longing for freedom, the
whole rhythm of a nation that liked to express its feelings

